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Message By Founder
CA PAYAL SARDA RATHI

It 's  a t ime when people are in great turmoil ,  and a
time of great stress,  economies hitting a new low, and
people losing their jobs;  the work we are doing at
Care For You is the most critical  during these
strenuous times.

Dear Team, I  am not alone in being grateful for the
work we are doing.  Your efforts are being noticed at
the highest levels .  We have received emails and
messages with many donations,  for the noble causes
YOU are working for.

Things might get worse before they start getting
better.  Understandably,  there is  a great sense of
unease everywhere.  But the problems of hunger,
poverty,  injustice sti l l  prevail ,  i f  not become worse.

Thus,  as the founder,  I  assure you that we will
continue working towards humanity and as our motto
states,  we will  keep 'spreading smiles,  miles and
miles, '  with the same determination and grit !  We will
keep working hard to wipe out hunger,  and tears from
the eyes of innocent children.

Take care of yourselves and your family.  Do as much
as you can to stop this pandemic.

Thank you
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Leadership is
the capacity
to translate
vision into

reality. 

—WARREN BENNIS

http://www.forbes.com/leadership/
http://www.forbes.com/leadership/
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Editorial
BY ARTI SARDA SOMANI

There is  no quarantine on kindness…. . ! ! !

And so at Care For You, we decided to continue
spreading love and smiles amidst the spreading
virus.

We had an exciting last quarter and we are all
geared up for the next.  The past quarter saw
different workshops and engagement programs for
our Kids including book reading sessions,  grammar
classes,  and many other activity classes l ike Yoga,
etc.

Additionally ,  we took up various donation drives to
support women from red-light areas,  grocery
distribution,  medical check-ups for girls from
rescue foundation,  medical help,  etc.

Be it  hunting for talented singers or training them
through our secret superstar program, Care For You
has ensured to shine during this pandemic and add
sparkle to the l ives of all  our extended family.  

Someone rightly said charity begins at home and
hence we decided to spread some smiles to our
volunteers.  Various sessions were conducted to
engage and entertain our team members such as
the Post COVID care session,  a musical evening to
offer tribute to Mr.  Dil ip Kumar,  self-care,  image
management,  and many such interesting
workshops.   

We believe hope is one thing that can get us
through these tough times and hence we continue
hoping and believing in our hopes.  We know it  is
stormy now but it  can’t  rain forever and hence we
continue to strive hard at doing what we do the
best –  spreading smiles miles and miles! !

'Life's Persistent
and most urgent

question is,
''what you are

doing for
others?'''

—MARTIN LUTHER KING JR.



DONATION DRIVES BY CARE FOR YOU
GROCERY DONATION DRIVE: RED LIGHT AREA, PUNE1 .

Care For You successfully aided two batches of 100 women in the red l ight areas
of Pune by distributing Grocery Kits to them. Two donation drives were done on
the 4th of May and the 9th of July respectively.

Each kit  contained various healthy items that would suffice their  food needs for
one month, l ike rice,  poha,  pulses,  grains,  spices powders,  etc.  They were happy to
receive the kits .

Belonging to a neglected and usually ignored section of society,  these women are
rarely provided with help.  Helping them added to our happiness and made us
realize -  no aid is  too small  & no problem is too big to resolve if  done collectively
and with good intent.

Thank you to everyone who donated to this noble cause!

Giving is the
greatest act of

grace!
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DONATION DRIVES BY CARE FOR YOU
2.  FACE SHIELD DISTRIBUTION DRIVE: BELGAUM

Our frontline warriors are our heroes during these tough times and Care for You
helped to mitigate the risk they face on a daily basis .  On 21st May 2021,  we,  in all
humbleness distributed 75 face shields to our very competent Lady Home Guards
and the Civil  Defence department in Belgaum. 

These warriors who are closely working with the police force and are stationed all
over the district were in immediate need of face shields.  

We thank our donors,  who without hesitation contributed generously,  and a
special  mention for Ms.  Gauri  Gajbar and Mrs.  Sheetal Bhandari  who coordinated
the effort seamlessly.  

Giving is not
just about
making a
donation,
It is about
making a

difference.



DONATION DRIVES BY CARE FOR YOU
3.  GROCERY DISTRIBUTION DRIVE: BELGAUM

7th of Jun 2021,  was a very productive day for Care For You, as we successfully
completed the grocery distribution drive for Asha Karyakarta,  Belgaum. 

Asha Karyakarta,  a group of community helpers from Belgaum, has been on COVID
duty ever since the pandemic has hit  us.

These workers have been relentlessly fulf i l l ing their duty but they are poverty-
stricken and were in dire need of groceries.   

Total 70 Grocery kits were distributed among these workers who have been
tirelessly contributing to society.

A heartfelt  thank you to our donors,  who always come forward to help.   You are no
less than a COVID Warrior to us! ! !

Special  thanks to Gauri  Gajbar and Sheetal Bhandari  who coordinated this .  
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DONATION DRIVES BY CARE FOR YOU
4. TARPOLIN DONATION DRIVE: BELGAUM

Care For Event -  Tarpolin Donation Drive,  Belgaum

On the 24th of July,  residents of Sainagar,  Nekar colony,  Vadagaon suffered from
waterlogging in their houses.  Care for You team donated 15 tarpolin sheets to
cover their  houses from leakages to the most affected families.  Civil  defense,
Belgavi helped in distribution and fixing the sheets.  Nekar community were truly
overwhelmed with the help they received by Care for you.

When a natural disaster strikes a place,  every single authority and citizen is left
helpless.  We are glad we could be one of the teams supporting these people.
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DONATION DRIVES BY CARE FOR YOU
5.  MEDICINE DONATION DRIVE FOR CHILDREN, BELGAUM.

Medicine Donation Drive for children,  Belgaum.

On the 29th of July,  2021,  the Care for You foundation distributed medicines to
the children from Rukmini Nagar Slum Area,  Belgaum.

Care for you believes that giving hope and happiness to a child with a l i fe-
threatening i l lness has magical medicinal powers.  The children from the Rukmini
Nagar slums area,  Belgaum is in need of Zinc Syrup and Vitamin C tablets.  Care
for you successfully donated the medicinal kits and reusable face masks to a total
of 260 children.  

Thank you to everyone who donated to this noble cause.  
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ONLINE EVENTS
1 .  WEEKLY BOOK READING SESSIONS

CA Payal Sarda Rathi ,  founder of Care for You has been conducting weekly online
book reading sessions since 28th November 2020 along with Meher Nagarwalla
and Monali  Nagpure.

Children love l istening to wonderous stories and by conducting these sessions,
Payal aims to build imagination and creative skil ls  and also improve their
command of the English language. This will  also inculcate a love for reading and
lessen the fear of the English language in the children.

Different inspirational stories of famous people were shown and taught to the
children l ike the story of the legendary Shri  Dil ip Kumar,  Brinda Somaya,  Asima
Chatterjee,  Mirabai Chanu, and many more.  The children have always been
excited to l isten to these profound personalities'  meaningful stories.  

They also watched cartoons based on the same to make the stories more
impactful .  After every session,  there is  a reinforcement of these words via a
worksheet.  They are asked to form sentences and to verbally practice these
words.  This helps to increase their vocabulary as well .
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ONLINE EVENTS
2.  YOGA SESSIONS

Every week,  a yoga session is arranged for the NGO children with the aim of
increasing their focus as well  as channelizing their energy.

Mrs.  Sarika Jain,  a regular instructor of our weekly Yoga Sessions takes these
classes for the NGO children.

She also helped us to celebrate International Yoga Day with great zest and
excitement.
On Sunday,  20th Jun 2021,  Care For You arranged an engaging online yoga
session with Mrs.  Priyanka Moze. 
She shared simple breathing techniques,  Yogasanas,  and different types of Surya
namaskar for keeping the mind and body calm. The sessions are extremely
engaging and enlightening.
 
Ms.  Pranitaa Tarrote also conducted session in the month of June with NGO
children.
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ONLINE EVENTS
3.  ZUMBA SESIONS

Every week,  a Zumba session is arranged for the NGO children with the aim of
increasing the children's focus as well  as channelizing their energy.  Children
from different organizations from all  over Maharashtra are attending these
sessions.

Ms.  Neelima Batav  is  our regular trainer for Zumba. Infused with energy and
enthusiasm, the children are always eager to explore dance moves.  

She has led them through various Bollywood and Tollywood songs with energetic
steps and moves.  The children are thoroughly entertained and contented every
time they join.

Ms.  Siddhi Gandhi & Ms.  Shilpa Balwe also conducted couple of sessions with
NGO children.
A warm Thank you to Ms.  Neelima Batav,  Siddhi Gandi,  Shilpa Balwe for
will ingness to come forth and for conducting these sessions and becoming a part
of our team.
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ONLINE EVENTS
4. MANDALA ART WORKSHOP

Care for You foundation arranged a Mandala Art
Workshop conducted by Mrs.  Shubhangi
Baisaria for students from WNCD organizations
across Maharashtra on 21st July 2021.

In this session,  she educated the children about
the history of Mandala Art and also explained
the effect it  has on our body and the mind. The
session helped focus and compose student’s
minds.  They enjoyed the session to the fullest .

Care for You extends a warm thank you to Mrs.
Shubhangi Baisaria for conducting this creative
session.

Art is not what
you see, but

what you make
others see.



Care for You along with Mrs.  Madhu Jhawar has been conducting weekly Sanskar
sessions for children from various organizations.

Through this online initiative,  she focuses on the holistic development of a child 
i .e .  inculcating good habits ,  confidence,  behavioral and cultural values through
stories and Sanskrit  shlokas.

The hour-long session focuses on our Indian heritage,  moral values and their
applications,  and the benefits of chanting shlokas and mantras.  She also works on
Brain-gym activities to develop both the left  and the right brain and builds
confidence in the child to read, write,  speak,  remember and focus.  

We would l ike to thank Mrs.  Madhu Jhawar for volunteering to help these
children to sharpen their minds and inculcate in them good moral values and
habits.
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ONLINE EVENTS
5.  SANSKAR SESSIONS

You will never
change your

life unless you
change what

you do
everyday.
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6. ENGLISH MODULES
The English Modules is  an innovative project by Care For You to boost and
improve all  NGO children's English speaking skil ls .  These children are often afraid
to communicate in the English Language and thus cannot compete in this
English-speaking world.  

Hence,  we have formulated different levels of modules that are taught to the
children.  The f irst introductory session was held on 19th and 20th May 2021,  by
Mrs.  Chandan Acharya & Mrs.  Rekha Sarda;  then there was no looking back!

The session insti l led a lot of excitement and enthusiasm among the students,
aged between 7 to 13 years from 45 WNCD organizations across Maharashtra.  

In the introductory session,  Rekha Mam and Chandan Mam introduced children
to Simple English words,  fruit ,  and vegetables,  Human Body parts,  and
pronunciation of the Alphabet.  The session was conducted through a  PowerPoint
presentation and Youtube videos.

Mrs.  Monali  Nagpure and Mrs.  Sweta Patil  have miraculously helped to coordinate
and formulate these sessions.
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6. ENGLISH MODULES
The English Module sessions are conducted every Wednesday and Thursday
wherein children are taught the basics of the English language.

Recently,  we completed Module 1 .  We also successfully conducted an exam for
every NGO child who attended the Module 1  classes.  The exams were oral  as well
as written.  They included dictation,  answering simple questions l ike a few lines
about myself/  My school. '

We are very proud of each child as they worked really hard for the exam.

Those who passed are promoted to Module 2 sessions where the level increases.
The children who attended the classes with complete attention scored good
marks.
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7.  SCIENCE TUITIONS FOR 7TH STANDARD
Regular Science Tuitions have begun on the 5th of July,  The classes are hosted by
Care For You in collaboration with Ms.  Minal Nikam. She is teaching the
underprivi leged children from Marathi Medium and Semi- English Medium
schools.

The f irst session included a brief session about the parts of plants and their
functions.  The children were left  in awe of the wondrous plant parts and their
work.

Ms.  Nikam was able to show them everyday things that they didn't  even know
existed.  These tuitions are a very fruitful  way of teaching the children
Maharashtra Board Science Syllabus.

Science is
simply the

word we use
to describe a

method of
organizing our

curiosity. 



8. VOCABULARY SESSION

Post every book reading session,  where the children are read to and where they
watch two stories,  we organize a vocabulary-building session.

The aim is to strengthen the children's command of English by encouraging them
to construct sentences using these new words.

These one-to-one sessions conducted by Mrs.  Monali  Nagpure /  Meher Nagarwalla
/  Sweta Patil  have proven to be a tremendous success as we have seen a positive
change in the word choice and conversational skil ls  of children. 

Few activities
are as

delightful as
learning now
vocabulary.
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ONLINE EVENTS



TEAM EVENTS
1 .  CHAI PE CHARCHA!

On the 2nd of May,  all  the team members and volunteers of Care For You were
invited for a motivational session regulated by Mrs.  Prachi Gadgil .

She taught the team members different techniques to follow to lessen the effects
of anxiety and panic.  She also spoke to everyone about the importance of
laughter and smiles in the world,  and also the importance of team members in a
team.

It  was a fun Sunday evening to get everyone's minds off  the strenuous situation
in the world.  It  gave everyone a sense of joy and learning.
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TEAM EVENTS
2.  GAME NIGHT!

16th of May,  Sunday,  was an eventful game evening arranged by Care For You, for
all  the hardworking volunteers.  

The Care For You team is a vast camaril la of people from various walks of l i fe and
different professions,  however,  sharing the same determination to bring about a
change in society.  

20 volunteers participated in this fun-fi l led session.  

Meher Nagarwalla and Monali  Nagpure gave a quick review of our latest
newsletter,  which involved acknowledging the team with the latest events that
took place.

After a small  introduction of all  the participants,   three rounds of games were
arranged which were real stress busters.

In the end, Dr.  Prachi Chudiwal educated everyone about the effects,  precautions,
threats,  and preventions of a menacing post-covid disease,  Mucormycosis .  
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TEAM EVENTS
3.  POST COVID DENTAL CARE

On Sunday,  30th May 2021,  Care For You arranged an interactive and informative
online panel discussion on Post Covid Dental Care and Mucormycosis .

The session was open to all  and had a great turnout of 80 participants.  

Our panelists were Dr.  Amit Agrawal,  MDS, MPHIL,  and Dr.  Prachi Gandhi,  BDS,
DIP.  Implant.  And the session was moderated by CA Payal Sarda Rathi

Dr.  Amit and Dr.  Prachi guided the audience on Oral Hygiene Practices and
Mucormycosis and the precautions,  treatment,  and transmission thereby.  
They took up the queries put forth by the participants in a very lucid and
informative manner.
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TEAM EVENTS
4. A MUSICAL EVENING!

On Tuesday,  13th July,  Care For You had arranged an event to salute the late
legend Dil ip Kumar for volunteers of our NGO.

The session started with a brief introduction of Care For You ongoing projects &
the “Hunt For the Secret Superstar,”  an innovative talent hunt competition.

The two finalists ,  Rahul Dolare,  Ankesh Mavaskar,  and their trainer Mrs.  Prajakta
Deshpande were invited to showcase their talent and enthralled the audience by
singing the famous songs of Mr.  Dil ip Kumar.  The attendees were captivated by
the melodious songs sung by Prajakta,  Rahul,  and Ankesh. 

The attendees also enjoyed the game based on Dil ip Kumar Movies,  dialogues,
and songs and participated with absolute enthusiasm, vivacity,  and spirit !  
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HUNT FOR THE SECRET SUPERSTAR - 2021

All  the participants of 'Hunt for the Secret Superstar, '  are being given special
classes to better there singing talents and to boost their  confidence in singing in
front of an audience.

Care For You has been getting special  teachers and mentors to give their wise,
crucial  suggestions to the 12 f inalists .  Their comments have drastically shown a
difference in the way they sing.



BLOGS
1 .  KYA MARD KO DARD NHI HOTA? 
CAN PATRIARCHY BE DELETERIOUS FOR MEN TOO?

A woman gang-raped by 5 men was found battl ing
for her l i fe near a well ,  a woman was set on f ire as
a result of domestic violence,  2 women were kil led
by in-laws as their  parents couldn’t meet the
demand of the groom’s side” infuriated and
frustrated by these headlines,  I  kept the
newspaper aside and began scroll ing through my
Instagram feed in order to shift  the frame of my
mind. I  follow a lot of feminist pages that lay
stress on the upliftment of women instead of
pull ing their leg,  also they educate on various
topics namely- unraveling the secrets of the
female body or personal hygiene.  On one such
page, I  found a study that gave out the number of
people who suicided per year.
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By Sagun Tiwari
F.Y.BA

I  immediately thought to myself  that the ratio of women suiciding per year would
be so much more than men if  we take into consideration the amount of abuse
infl icted upon them. But as the page loaded, I  was stupefied.  The suicide rate for
men was twice as high as for women and in many countries,  the ratio was even
higher.  In the western world,  men die by suicide 3-4 times more often than
females.  What I  just read contradicted the headlines that I  had been going through
earlier .  Inwardly,  the naive me thought that it ’s  women who go through physical
pain (menstruation,  childbirth,  etc) ,  mental traumas,  it ’s  women who have to leave
their families,  it ’s  women who sacrif ice their dreams and career to take care of the
house,  they go through harassments and abuses every day.  

Then why do men commit suicide more in spite of the fact that we l ive in a
patriarchal world that tends to benefit  or appear to benefit  them? If  we define
patriarchy in its l iteral  sense,  "A social  system where men hold primary power and
predominate in roles of social  privi lege,  polit ical  power,  and control of the
property.”  I  pondered over this for a few minutes after which I  decided to ask my
mom and hold a discussion on this .

"Mamma, agar saare zulm aurat par hote hai ,  to aadmi kyu zyada suicide krte h? "
"Kyuki aurat ro kar,  chil la kar apne man ka dukh nikal deti  hein.  Magar aadmi ro
nhi skte h na" I  asked, "Kyu nhi ro skte hein? "  I  expected her next sentence to be
kyuki Mard ko dard nhi hota.  But she said "Kyuki society allow nhi krti  h"



BLOGS
1 .  KYA MARD KO DARD NHI HOTA? 
CAN PATRIARCHY BE DELETERIOUS FOR MEN TOO?
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...continued

TOXIC MASCULINITY HAS INTERNALISED THE IDEA THAT MEN CAN’T BE RAPED
OR HARASSED.

Her last sentence hit me l ike a speeding truck,  I  tr ied to knock some sense into the
sentence but was unable to do so.  Maybe I  was a l ittle immature then to
comprehend the sentence but now as I  read and observe around me, I  think I  have
found my answer.  Talking about women, patriarchy introduces notions of desirable
beauty standards,  the sense of being weak and helpless and thus need a
dependence on men for all  kinds of support.  Interestingly,  patriarchy l ike many
social  systems has antagonistic character inherent in it  where men themselves get
affected by these contradictions in multiple ways:-

1 .

Concerns about safety of men, particularly boys,  are barely seen among parents in
general .  Not just guardians,  even boys as individuals,  are hardly concerned about
their safety.  Boys,  may prefer to pass through the shadiest of the streets,  or hang
out with the strangers without getting fl ickered by the threats to their  safety.  I f
any person deviates from opting such notions,  they are called ‘girl- l ike’ ,  ‘coward’  or
‘unfitting to be a man’ .  And this is  where the false consciousness of unassailabil ity
amongst men makes them ignore their vulnerabil ity to sexual/  physical abuse.
Section 375 of the Indian penal says that rape is something that only a MAN can do
to a WOMAN! Even the law doesn’t  recognise this !

2.  SOCIETY ALLOW NAHI KARTI HAI

The standards for men are just as poisonous:  From birth,  men are discouraged from
showing emotion,  which is seen as a feminine attribute — boys don’t cry,  r ight?

When I  was in school,  every time a guy from my class cried or even at home, i f  my
brother cried everyone said,  "beta,  ek baat yaad rakhna Mard ko dard nhi hota,
aadmi kabhi rote nhi h" This boils my blood. Why do we snatch away the mere idea
of even expressing feeling and emotions truly.  The least we can do is atleast let
men feel what they feel without laying a guilt  tr ip.  Without a culturally approved
outlet for their  feelings,  this stif l ing of emotion has led generations of men to turn
to unhealthy coping mechanisms such as alcohol.



BLOGS
1 .  KYA MARD KO DARD NHI HOTA? 
CAN PATRIARCHY BE DELETERIOUS FOR MEN TOO?
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...continued
3.  TUM GHAR KE MUKHIYA HO.
 

This translates to…you should be the sole earner of the family.  You have to have a
six-f igure salary in order to be the most eligible bachelor in town. Why? Due to
this ,  I  don’t know how many paintbrushes or pens could have been snatched and
stethoscopes must have been handed to l ittle vulnerable boys.  In the process of
judging and evaluating the character of men by their salary,  we often leave behind
values and their other possible capabil it ies.

4.  FATHERHOOD
 

Women are seen as the natural caretakers in a household,  and as a result ,  men are
discouraged from spending too much time with their children.  Even today,  stay-at-
home dads are seen as weak for " letting" their  wives be the breadwinners.  In fact,
research has shown that men whose wives take home the primary income are more
likely to be dissatisfied with their l ives,  al l  thanks to a culture that sees childcare
as a feminine activity.

Men can't  wear makeup, can't  apply nail  polish,  can't  wear skirts ,  have to be
indefatigable,  have to be intrepid,  have to be stoical and the l ist  goes on and on. . . . .

Men are less l ikely to seek professional help for depression,  perhaps as a
consequence of the recognition of gender role socialization.  They mask their
depression.  They are reluctant to seek therapy because they wish to uphold an
appearance of power and status.

Perhaps,  i f  tearful l ittle boys were comforted,  given a hug instead of being shamed,
or given lectures about how to man up, there wouldn’t be so many angry men
struggling to empathize with emotions.  It ’s  high time we as a society understand
that boys aren’t  robots,  they aren’t  banks;  they aren’t  here just to fulf i l l  our
financial  needs.  We can always split  bil ls . . r ight? We can share responsibil it ies.  It ’s
high time that we stop making them believe that they have to prove their
masculinity by suppressing their emotions.  Boys need comfort ,  they need empathy.

BOYS ARE HUMAN TOO!
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